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Abstract This chapter explores interpretations and distortions of the 
visual world that occur through drawing and mind wandering. Tamarin 
Norwood’s writing is informed by scientific literature on doodling, fidget-
ing, concentration and mind wandering considered in the course of her 
Hubbub research, and draws on chance encounters shared with collabo-
rators in The Hub. These interactions have helped shape the imaginative 
approach Tamarin takes to her writing, foregrounding the possibility of 
movement as an impetus for generating new thought.
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John Berger writes: ‘It is a platitude in the teaching of drawing that the 
heart of the matter lies in the specific process of looking. A line, an area 
of tone, is not really important because it records what you have seen, but 
because of what it will lead you on to see’.1 Lead you on to see, or lead 
you on to know? Certainly the process of drawing is connected to looking, 
depending as it does upon a spectrum of correspondences between eye, 
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object, stylus and support. But these correspondences are also home to a 
kind of blindness, and in my experience of drawing, the specific process 
of looking and not seeing is what leads you on to know. The form of 
knowing that emerges is restlessly attentive to the shifting terrain upon 
which it draws: a terrain explored not by sight but by the interplay of 
sightlessness, movement and touch.
I set out to draw the woodland around me and the trees come apart 
before my eyes. The sparse canopy overhead becomes a meshwork geom-
etry of line, texture and gap. A horizontal array of oblongs cuts across the 
nearest trunks where sunlight hits. It draws a line across the scene, con-
necting the elbow of a distant trunk, a prominent crop of foliage in the 
foreground, a thickening of branches towards the right edge of the copse 
and what might be a figure at work in the distance, near the low horizon. 
The illuminated trunks become margins that edge patches of deep irreg-
ular shade, which in turn present their own geometries: this one almost 
triangular, this one almost rectangular, this one almost the inverse of that 
one and so on. The more I look to draw, the less I am able to see the 
thing I had once seen – a glimpse of springtime woodland in the late after-
noon sun – as it becomes subtly different: an observed version of itself, an 
object, an objectified thing.i
Such is my experience every time drawing begins. The looking and 
plotting that happens just before I set pencil to paper, and which contin-
ues as drawing goes on, is a kind of restless seeing allied to not seeing and 
to blindness. I want to examine the dynamics of this restlessness by com-
paring three distinct images from art history, film theory and anthropol-
ogy, which together locate the practice of drawing at the intersection of 
perception and locomotion.
Drawing has been associated with not seeing since its mythical origin 
in the ancient Greek story of Butades, the potter’s daughter who sets out 
to draw her lover to capture his likeness before he leaves, turning away 
from him to trace his shadow on to the wall. But her action precipitates 
his departure, her physical turning away embodying a conceptual turning 
away that takes place through the act of drawing. By regarding him from 
a vantage point from which she can capture his likeness, she initiates his 
withdrawal into objecthood: a withdrawal that draws forth a trace or 
shadow left behind as a signal of his absence. What she finally draws is 
not him but his shadow, not the reality of the man but the idea of him, 
i Cf. Chap. 4.
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projected on to the clay like the shapes that dance inside Plato’s cave. It 
is ‘as if seeing were forbidden in order to draw’, as Jacques Derrida writes 
in his treatise on blind drawing, ‘as if one drew only on the condition of 
not seeing’.2
So, the act of drawing begins by throwing everything into the dark, 
and the stylus moves forward into this darkness, on to the page, its move-
ment breaking a path where before there was nothing. Derrida imagi-
nes what the stylus might see, pressed so close to the page, and finds it 
deeply myopic. From the ‘aperspective of the graphic act’, the stylus is 
blind both to the form that precedes it (the thing it sets out to draw) and 
the form that follows it (the drawing that will appear on the page), and 
instead sees nothing but the immediate present of its ‘originary, path-
breaking moment’.3 As he constructs an analogy between drawing and 
blindness, it is striking that he writes less about the absence of sight than 
the presence of movement and touch. It is not simply that drawing is 
blind, but that the stylus is a ‘staff of the blind’ that ‘feels its way’, provid-
ing a tactile proxy for sight; and that the fingertips grope about the page 
‘as if a lidless eye had opened at the tip of the fingers, as if one eye too 
many had grown right next to the nail, a single eye, the eye of a Cyclops 
or one-eyed man’; this lidless eye being, moreover, ‘a miner’s lamp’ whose 
light makes inscription possible.4 Throughout his account of blindness, 
the conflation of movement, touch and sight is never out of reach. As I 
draw the woodland, my eyes move fractiously about the fragmented scene 
before me while my pencil moves likewise about the page, so that touch 
becomes a close proxy for sight. Movement and touch turn out to be inte-
gral to the forms of seeing, not seeing, knowing and not knowing that 
drawing brings forth. This dynamic is exposed in a second image, this 
one from film theory, which presents seeing without seeing, or seeing by 
touch, as a strategy for coming to know.
Haptic visuality is a way of looking in which the eyes behave like fin-
gertips, brushing or caressing the surface of the thing seen;ii a mode of 
visuality that has much in common with Derrida’s complex of blind-
ness, near-darkness, closeness, and his conflation of sight and touch. 
Film theorist Laura Marks explores examples of film and video that 
court this way of being watched. In Seeing is Believing (1991), a video 
by Shauna Beharry,5 a photograph of a piece of fabric is filmed at very 
close quarters. The closeness means the shot is often out of focus, and 
ii See Chap. 16.
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is very dark when the lens makes contact with the photograph. When 
the image is dark, it becomes grainy and doubly hard to see. Watching 
the video, explains Marks, one is primarily aware of surfaces: of the lens, 
the photograph and the fabric, and of the screen upon which the video 
plays (indeed, Marks’s book is titled The Skin of the Film). Reflecting 
upon her own experience of watching the video, she writes: ‘I realize … 
I have been brushing the (image of the) fabric with the skin of my eyes, 
rather than looking at it’.6 In Marks’s account, the aperspective of the 
haptic look is coaxed forth in films and videos that obscure or obstruct 
vision in one way or another, often through graininess, darkness and 
lack of focus. These interventions make the viewer vividly aware that 
whatever is being watched is being watched and caught on film, and 
moreover that the act of watching and capturing on film is precisely 
what obscures the thing from sight. The near conflation of these sur-
faces, each pressed so close to the next, means there is never enough 
distance to see the whole of any object or indeed to make out surface 
detail, to understand its topology, or to apprehend the trail the camera 
lays along its surface. Unlike Butades’ gaze, which for Derrida seeks 
to capture the thing it sees and succeeds in pushing it away, the haptic 
look brings with it a way of knowing that, by moving with and along 
the thing it regards, inspires ‘an acute awareness that the thing seen 
evades vision’.7 This closeness of touch recalls the probing of the stylus 
as it makes its way along the surface of the page drawing its object into 
being, and it suggests a way of coming to know that depends not only 
upon contact but upon movement. What form of knowing is made pos-
sible by the movement of the stylus in drawing?
A third image, that of a wayfarer laying a trail along the surface of a terrain, 
elaborates this possibility. Anthropologist Tim Ingold provides an account 
of the dynamics of wayfaring that has much in common with the move-
ment of the haptic lens, and with the ‘cautious and bold’ creeping forward 
of the blind men who people Derrida’s essay and who ‘must advance’ bodily 
through space in order to discover what lies ahead.8 For the wayfarer, as for 
the stylus, lens or figure who gropes in the dark, movement proceeds by 
means of continuous contact with the terrain, the intimacy of this contact 
supplying the perceptual clues necessary for advances to be made:
Proceeding on our way things fall into and out of sight, as new vistas open 
up and others are closed off. … Thus the knowledge we have of our sur-
roundings is forged in the very course of our moving along them.9
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What Ingold would call the bond between locomotion and perception 
yields in drawing ‘a form of knowledge that is activated or emerges simul-
taneous to the situation …, a way of knowing the world that cannot be 
transferred or banked, nor accumulated into the knowledge of the ency-
clopedia’.10 This description, by the artist Emma Cocker, derives from 
drawing experiments which emphasize in particular the restlessness of 
the drawing act. Cocker elicits from the act of drawing a form of knowl-
edge that is vigilant to the changing conditions of the terrain it explores, 
‘feeling its way [and seizing] opportunities made momentarily visible’.11 
The form of knowing that emerges in time with the movement of the 
pencil is forged in the course of this movement and – like a wayfarer for-
aging for nourishment in the environment around – it is even sustained 
by it. Drawing depends upon constant, moment-by-moment attentive-
ness to the changing contingencies of the drawn form as it arrives on 
the surface of the page; each change in tone, density, direction, velocity 
feeding the next.iii From the aperspective of the graphic act, to know what 
lies ahead one must physically move ahead, laying a trail that creates and 
is created by the richness, complexity and unpredictability of the surface. 
This is a kind of tactical knowledge ‘capable of responding to situations 
which are contingent, shifting or unpredictable’, pushing forward into 
the unknown and ‘producing what is unknown’ by these means.12
Through these three images (the stylus, the camera lens and the way-
farer), remaining restlessly attentive and vigilant to the blindness inherent in 
drawing emerges as a strategy for knowing with the thing being drawn, rather 
than seeking to know it or know about it. Here I intend the word ‘with’ 
both in the sense of a mutual engagement, and in the sense of employing 
the thing being drawn as a strategic means for advancing into new knowl-
edge – working with it as one works with a tool. As the pencil moves about 
the page attentive to the object it draws into being, what appears is not a 
drawing of the woodland but a drawing with the woodland: a drawing that 
employs the woodland to create something entirely new that could not have 
been created without it. The specific process of looking and not seeing is 
one of close, tactile engagement quite unlike Butades’ experience of turning 
away and tracing a shadow. A proxy for my unseeing eye, the pencil moves 
about the paper as though it moved about the surfaces of the trees them-
selves, laying down marks like caresses that acknowledge their touch as the 
iii See. Chap. 11.
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very thing that makes the woodland inaccessible to sight. Finally, what I 
come to know about the woodland by drawing it is that I do not know it. 
The marks left on the surface of the page are an expression of, and conso-
lation for, the loss of the thing I have drawn away by setting out to capture 
it on paper.
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